Creating adventure-themed photo and video
content for businesses in the UK outdoor industry

What do we do?
We create epic adventure-themed photo and video content for
those operating in the outdoor industry.
We specialise in providing businesses with tailor made branding
and product imagery for their commercial needs.

Branding

Products

Branding

Our branding service gets to the core
of what a business is about. This will
likely include who’s behind it, what it
does, where and why.
These elements are crutial to building
awareness, trust, likeability with the
businesses target audience.
As online sales continue to grow
annually, appropriate branding is
increasingly becoming the only

human touchpoint witnessed by a
customer on their journey to making a
purchase.
We can deliver this to you as aweinspiring still photography, highly
emotive video or both together.
In each case, our aim is to produce the
content you need which is genuine,
informative and truly captivating.

Products

Xtreme Exposures are pleased to be
able to offer you both in-studio and
on-location product photography and
videography.
We produce advertising and
marketing imagery that will not only
showcase the features, benefits and
build quality of your products but
evoke real emotion with the viewer.

At its most basic, this could be white
background, e-commerce style image
but could also be professionally lit,
creative advertising images and video
too.
We’re able to help you determine what
is most appropriate for your product
and guide you through the creative
pre-production stages helping you get
the imagery you really need.

What makes us different?

Our company was conceived
after noticing a gap in the
market for a holistic service
that provides outdoor
businesses with bespoke
branding and product
photography in-studio and/or
on-location.
We recognise that our
competitors rarely have
this combined skillset,
especially when looking for a
photographer who can thrive in
a remote outdoor environment
as much as in a professional

photography studio.
Consequently, we are able
to offer you both of these
valuable capabilities so that
your outdoor business can save
time, money and effort getting
the imagery that you need to
be successful.
We take the pain away from
sourcing your marketing
content giving you more
opportunity to focus on
whatever else you have to.

What do our clients say?

My company worked with Xtreme Exposurses on a number of different locations and products;
ranging from bikes to nutrition and sunglasses. XE works to the highest standard but with a
friendly and approachable manner that puts both the client and model at ease. A master of
light and finding the right angle even in terrible weather condition in the Lake District; the
results of our work together with XE have been seen around the world and had a great, positive
response for being different and striking.

McKinlay Mountaineering had a great shoot with Al from Xtreme
Exposures. He supplied some great images without getting in the
way while I was working with a client. What was really impressive
was that he really managed to convey the connection between
myself and them. He was really easy to get along with having
only met him once briefly before and demonstrated excellent
communication throughout the process so I knew what I needed
to do. I’d really recommend him to anyone looking for quality
branding photography in the outdoor industry.

Girls on Hills Ltd had a brilliant photo-shoot with Xtreme Exposures.
Their photographer, Al, was very professional and committed
to getting great shots, even in the face of challenging weather
conditions. He understood immediately what we, as a brand,
wanted to get out of the experience. We’re thrilled with the results
and will definitely be back for more

Our Process

1. Initial Consultation
We’ll speak with you to fully
understand your brief and what
your desired end state is.
We can offer creative advice to
ensure you truely get what you
want and how we could go about
achieving it for you.

2. Pre-Production
Once in pre-production we’ll develop
a shot list with you and overcome the
creative and logistical problems that
come with doing so.
We will build the list with you, where
necessary, otherwise we’ll crack on
and leave you to do what else you
have to do.
You’re contracting us to take
problems away from your daily
routine, we’ll do our best to do that for
you.

3. In-Studio or On-Location
Depending on the requirements of
the job, we may shoot in our own
Lake District studio or on-location.
Either way, you can join us in person,
remotely or leave us to it.
We’ll follow the shoot plan and
communicate with you throughout to
ensure we achieve what’s needed, on
time and in budget.

4. Post-Production
After all imagery has been shot, we’ll
edit it for the format required, colour
correct, remove blemishes and apply
sharpening.
We’ll only stylise our images and
video if specifically requested before
exporting them to our online galleries
for you to download and use.

Our Pricing

Pricing is often a deciding factor when
selecting a professional service. We
understand that photography and
videography are no different and are
usually perceived as being expensive
given the outputs.
We consider our pricing to be fair due
to the commitments we make to our
clients and the quality of service we
deliver. Consequently we only commit
to what we know we will achieve so you
can be assured you’ll get what you pay
for.
Our pricing is determined from half
and full day flat rates. We also charge
an industry standard licensing fee for

our work to be used. These can include
exclusivity of use, if requested and
means that you retain the rights for sole
use of the imagery we’ve produced for
you for a specified time period.
For smaller businesses with less
than 3 employees or educational
establishments, we have a separate
price structure that makes our services
more affordable. Further details are
available upon request.
Finally, as a brand built by ex-UK Armed
Forces service personnel, Xtreme
Exposures are pleased to offer a 10%
discount for serving and veteran UK
service persons and their dependents.

Our Team

You’ll most likely speak with CEO and
photographer, Al Topping when you
first connect with us but we are more
than one man deep.
We work closely with many other
freelance photographers and
videographers as well as outdoor
professionals to help bring you our
services.
These carefully selected SMEs provide
us with specialist creative and
technical support on demand so we
can deliver you more and from the
places you need us to be.

Contact Us

We hope you have enjoyed seeing some of the
images we’ve produced. If there’s something else
you’d like to see that we haven’t displayed here, do
let us know; we have many more images we can
show you.
If you would like to learn more about what we can
offer your business please click on an icon below
and call or message us.
We look forward to hearing from you in the future.
Kind regards,
Al Topping
CEO
Xtreme Exposures Ltd
Click an icon to contact us

